BOOKLIST for BSN Program: Prelicensure Option
Winter Quarter (October 3, 2019)

The following outlines the resources (textbooks, websites, media, etc.) utilized in each course. Required resources are necessary for academic success: you must obtain and study from them to succeed in a course as outlined in the course syllabus. Recommended resources provide material that will boost your academic performance in that course but are not always necessary for academic success. Faculty may or may not use recommended resources in class or during clinical. Please confer with course faculty prior to purchasing recommended resources.

Use International Standard Book Numbers (ISBN) to identify the books below with any book vendor. Rented, used, and electronic formats of the resources may be available at a reduced cost to the student. A dagger (†) preceding a title indicates the resource is appropriate for renting. A keyboard symbol (⌨️) preceding a title indicates the resource is available electronically/online. When renting a textbook, it may not include CDs, DVDs, or access codes for other protected electronic content, even if the book had those features when sold new. These features may be required for successful completion of the course in which the book is used. If you believe a textbook is supposed to include a disk or an unused access code, check before renting. Galen is not responsible for purchases made in error.

Textbooks/resources may be used in multiple courses throughout the program. Students should verify this information via the booklist prior to purchasing/renting or returning/reselling. Galen encourages students to retain textbooks/resources as reference materials to assist throughout their nursing career.

The following publishers offer a special discount for Galen students who purchase directly from the publisher:
- F. A. Davis (25% discount w/free shipping) – Use the following link: www.fadavis.com and enter Promotion Code C3K14153 at checkout.
- Wolters Kluwer (25% discount w/free shipping) – Use the following link: https://lippincottdirect.lww.com/CareerNursing-GalenCollegeofNursingEastLouisville-Annual2019 and enter promotion code WZT4302 at checkout.

BIO 1100: Human Anatomy & Physiology I

Required:

BIO 1150: Human Anatomy & Physiology I – Lab

Required:
BIO 1300: Human Anatomy & Physiology II

Required:


BIO 1350: Human Anatomy & Physiology II – Lab

Required:


BIO 2100: Microbiology for Health Professionals

Required:


BIO 2500: Fundamentals of Nutrition

Required:


Recommended:

http://www.choosemyplate.gov/
https://www.myfitnesspal.com/

CLD 2105: Cultural Diversity

Required:

No required textbooks/resources.

Recommended:


COM 2105: Principles of Communication

Required:

ENG 1105: English Composition

Required:
No required textbooks/resources.

Recommended:
† A recent college-level dictionary, such as The American heritage dictionary.
† An affordable (usually paperback) thesaurus.

GPS 1200: Galen Pathway to Success

No required or recommended textbooks/resources.

HUM 1055: Introduction to Literature

Required:

Recommended:
† A recent college-level dictionary, such as The American heritage dictionary.
† An affordable (usually paperback) thesaurus.

LDR 4405: Disney Leadership Strategies

Required:

MAT 1205: College Mathematics

Required:


NSG 3000: Foundations of Professional Nursing Practice

Required:


NSG 3100: Fundamental Concepts & Skills for Nursing Practice I

Required:


Recommended:


† Recommend use of any handbook of laboratory and diagnostic tests.

† Recommend use of any medical dictionary.
NSG 3130: Fundamental Concepts & Skills for Nursing Practice II

Required:


Recommended:


† Recommend use of any handbook of laboratory and diagnostic tests.

† Recommend use of any medical dictionary.

NSG 3160: Health Assessment

Required:


Recommended:


† Recommend use of any handbook of laboratory and diagnostic tests.

† Recommend use of any medical dictionary.
NSG 3180: Communication and Teamwork

Required:


Recommended:


NSG 3250: Nursing Practice – Adult Health I

Required:


Recommended:


† Recommend use of any handbook of laboratory and diagnostic tests.

† Recommend use of any medical dictionary.
NSG 3280: Pathophysiology for Nurses I

Required:
  https://evolve.elsevier.com/GCN_BANASIKPORTAL_BSN&RNT OBSN

NSG 3400: Healthcare Policy & Finance

Required:

NSG 3450: Nursing Practice – Mental Health

Required:
  https://evolve.elsevier.com/GCN_VARCAROLISPORTAL_ADNBRIDGE
- † Harding, M., & Snyder, J., (2020). Clinical reasoning cases in nursing (7th ed.). St. Louis, MO: Elsevier. 9780323527361
  https://evolve.elsevier.com/cs/promotion/Galen_Portal_Harding_Critical_Thinking

Recommended:
  https://evolve.elsevier.com/GCN_SILVESTRI PORTAL BSN&ADN
  † Recommend use of any handbook of laboratory and diagnostic tests.
  † Recommend use of any medical dictionary.

NSG 3480: Nursing Practice – Community Health

Required:
  https://evolve.elsevier.com/GCN_NIESPORTAL_RNTOBSN

Recommended:
  https://evolve.elsevier.com/GCN_SILVESTRI PORTAL BSN&ADN
NSG 3500: Nursing Practice – Maternal Health

Required:


Recommended:


NSG 3600: Nursing Practice – Children’s Health

Required:


Recommended:


† Recommend use of any handbook of laboratory and diagnostic tests.
† Recommend use of any medical dictionary.
NSG 3800: Nursing Practice – Adult Health II

Required:


Recommended:


† Recommend use of any handbook of laboratory and diagnostic tests.

† Recommend use of any medical dictionary.

NUR 3850: Pathophysiology for Nurses II

Required:

NSG 4100: Nursing Practice – Adult Health III

Required:


Recommended:


† Recommend use of any handbook of laboratory and diagnostic tests.

† Recommend use of any medical dictionary.

NSG 4415: Transcultural Nursing

Required:


NSG 4500: Research for Evidence-Based Nursing Practice

Required:


PHL 2205: Applied Ethics

Required:

**PHM 2500: Pharmacology**

Required:


**PSY 1205: Introduction to Psychology**

Required:


**PSY 2305: Developmental Psychology**

Required:


Recommended:


**SOC 1305: Introduction to Sociology**

Required:


**STA 2015: Applied Statistics**

Required: